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Introduction
The taxonomy of animals, along with the ritual statuses of various species in Leviticus
11, demonstrates the complex structure of Priestly thought. The authors’ concern with
permissible animal food sources for the people of Israel is principally expressed through what
gives the appearance of being exhaustive lists that systematically differentiate the animal
kingdom. The primary purpose of this paper is to elucidate the priestly system of animal
taxonomy in an effort to understand how the authors conceptualize “( ָטמֵאunclean”) and ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ
(“detestable thing”) as identifications for different sets of animals. A secondary purpose is to
investigate the possible Priestly justification for their divisions and classifications. Leviticus 11
provides very little explanation for why some animals are permissible to eat and others are not.
At its base level, the Priestly authors assert that the rationale is simply because God made it so.
Still, the text clues the careful reader into its underlying reasoning insofar as the taxonomy itself,
with its system of differentiation and classification, demonstrates God’s work of separation and
Israel’s place within the created cosmos. Additionally, the distinction between  ָטמֵאand שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ may
signal that the general taxonomic system of Leviticus 11 serves to theologically undergird
Temple sacrificial practices in ancient Israel.
The Structure and Composition of Leviticus 11
Leviticus 11 is a construct of multiple literary layers. The first compositional section
seems to be made up of vv 2-23, 41-42, 46-47.1 These verses describe the basic taxonomy of the
animal kingdom as it relates to dietary laws. The lists of animals specifically name several
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prohibited creatures that either cause impurity ( ) ָטמֵאor are simply detestable beings (שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ ).2 In
Verses 24-40 represent a secondary compositional layer in which the focus turns from food laws
to the issue of contamination communicated by the carcasses of various land animals.3
Besides the shift in focus from eating to touching, additional evidence for at least these
two distinct literary layers comes from the varying descriptions of animals.4 The division
between “( טָמֵאunclean”) and שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ (“detestable thing”) animals only occurs in vv 2-23, 41-42.
Additionally, in this first literary stratum,  ָטמֵאalways describes a state of being for the living
animal in relation to Israel (e.g., v 4, ) ָטמֵא הּוא ָלכֶׁם. In vv 24-40, however,  ָטמֵאdescribes both
animals and people who have been contaminated. Throughout these later verses, the verbal form
of  טמאexpresses the process of communicable impurity. Animals make people, clothes, water,
vessels, food, seeds, and ovens temporarily unclean through carcass contamination.5
Categorization
The taxonomy of animals in Leviticus 11 begins with the classic separation in P between
three created spaces: land, water, and sky. Each of these spaces is filled with animals of two
kinds: swarmers and non-swarmers. The next level of sub-categorization is more distinctive to
the type of animal.6 The non-swarming land animals include wild and domesticated quadrupeds
(both labeled ) ְּב ֵהמָה. These are further divided into three categories on the basis of eating habits
and foot type. The swarming land animals and swarming sky animals are also distinguished on
the basis of their leg number or type (e.g., v 20 ַל־ַארבַע
ְּ
)כ ֹּל ש ֶֶׁׁרץ הָעֹוף הַה ֹּלְֵך ע. The non-swarming
flying animals are not described at all, but the text exhaustively names twenty different birds that
are generally characterized as birds of prey, so perhaps eating habits set them apart from edible,
non-swarming birds, a category not included in Leviticus 11.7 Both the swarming and nonswarming water animals are divided into two categories based on whether the animal has fins
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and scales (vv 9-10).8
The later layers of composition make a few additions to the earlier taxonomy and add one
new category (see Appendix B). The first addition is in vv 29-30, which name eight four-footed
land swarmers, a category that is merely identified in the earlier layer (v 41). The second
addition is to the quadruped category of non-hooved, cud chewers; v 27 describes them as
walking on palms ( )הֹולְֵך עַל־ ַכפָיוas opposed to hooves. This is the characteristic that
distinguishes the camel, the rock badger, and the hare from other cud chewing quadrupeds (e.g.,
the cow) in vv 4-6. The third addition in this later layer is the category of quadrupeds that are
hooved, without a split cleft, and are not cud chewers (e.g., a donkey) in v 26.9 The extra
category is likely an editorial attempt to fill in an obvious gap in the taxonomy of the  ְּב ֵהמָה.
Classification of Categories
Beyond this physiological taxonomy, there are six variables for classifying animal status
in relation to the people of Israel. These six labels are made up of three polarities: edible or
inedible, clean or unclean, detestable or not detestable. 10 While there is a large degree of
overlap between the three bifurcations, they are not synonymous. Most importantly, “detestable
beings” ( )שֶׁקֶׁץare not labeled “unclean” () ָטמֵא. The complex overlap between the various animal
categories and labels is especially apparent in the “final form” of Leviticus 11 (Appendix B).
The later literary layers add variables including whether a carcass may be touched or whether
defilement is a permanent status or temporary. In the following paragraphs, I will discuss the six
basic labels (three polarities) and examine the cases of overlap.11
“Unclean”Animals
The root  טמאis used in two different ways in Leviticus 11: 1) adjectively, describing the
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permanent status of a living animal or the temporary status of a person or thing that has been
contaminated; 2) verbally, describing the communicative process of becoming unclean. In Ellen
van Wolde’s study on cognitive structure of the verbal form of טמא, she finds that it conceptually
signifies the semantic structure [CONTAMINATION BY IMPURITY] in relation to its base
[REQUIRED SEPARATION].12 In other words,  טמאonly has meaning in relation to matters of
separation, in which one person or object has the potential to become contaminated by another
external person or object.13 One does not become unclean simply by making an immoral choice.
The choice itself has to be accompanied by an active breach in separation by either the clean
party or the unclean party.14
FOOD is one of the cognitive domains of which  טמאis a part. As van Wolde would say,
 טמאprofiles its meaning [CONTAMINATION BY IMPURITY] on the base [REQUIRED
SEPARATION] in the cognitive domain [FOOD] with regard to “clean” and ‘unclean”
animals.15 Within the [FOOD] domain, as it is laid out in Leviticus 11, all animals ( ) ַחי ָהare
potential food for the Israelites. Here the adjective  ָטמֵאmarks the natural and permanent status
of animals. Unlike individual animals, the Israelites move between “clean” and “unclean,”
depending on their actions. An undefiled person becomes defiled by ingesting meat from a טָמֵא
animal. Even if it has no tangible, harmful effects, the illicit contact concretely contaminates the
eater.16 Additionally, contamination is only a concern in cultic matters of separation; the unclean
person must become clean before entering the sanctuary.17
Taken as a whole, Leviticus 11 labels all land animals that do not have split hooves and
chew the cud as “unclean” () ָטמֵא. In the first literary stratum, however, only the quadruped nonswarmers ( ) ְּב ֵהמָהare conceptualized as clean or unclean. The camel () ָגמָל, rock badger (שפָן
ָ ), and
hare ()ַארנֶׁבֶׁת
ְּ represent the “quadruped, no hooves, cud chewer, unclean” category.18 The text
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does not clearly explain why foot type and chewing habits are the differentiating features, but the
three named animals seem to be the only animals in Israel’s immediate environment that fit
within this category.19 Certainly, these three anomalous animals that differ from the clean
animals by only one distinct feature serve to clarify the boundary between “clean” and
“unclean.”20
The second “unclean” kind of animal in the first literary layer is the split hooved,
quadruped that does not chew the cud. The pig ( ) ֲחזִירis the focus of this category. Indeed, it is
difficult to find another animal that fits this category’s criteria; thus, making it seem that the
“unclean” label was applied to the split hooved, non cud chewers specifically to forbid the pig.
The only reason to include this category or the cud-chewing criterion is to explicitly mark the pig
as forbidden.
Whereas in the earlier stratum, vv. 41-42, the land swarmers were “detestable” (ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ ), in
the second literary layer the land swarmers are relabeled as “unclean” () ָטמֵא. Thus Priestly
editors expand the category  ָטמֵאto include all land animals. In my view, the early limitation of
 טָמֵאfood to quadruped, non-swarmers and the later Priestly expansion of the category  ָטמֵאto
include all land animals are essential to better understanding both the origins of the taxonomic
system and the theological argument of the text.
“Detestable” Animals
The identification of “detestable” (ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ ) animals only occurs in the first literary level.
While the non-swarming land animals ( ) ְּב ֵהמָהare separated into “clean” or “unclean” () ָטמֵא, the
land swarmers, sky creatures, and water creatures are all labeled as permissible to eat or
“detestable things” (ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ ). The meaning of ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ is closely associated with the inedibility of an
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animal, but they are not synonymous.21 In the few other texts where שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ appears, it refers to the
classification of animals in cultic contexts (Lev. 7:21; Ezek. 8:10; Isa. 66:17).22 The verbal form
of  שקץalso intends more than “do not eat.” The more common noun  שִּקּוץalso occurs most often
in cultic contexts.23 Lev. 11:11 forbids the Israelites to eat labels a ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ water animal and then
adds that they are to detest (שּקֵצּו
ַ ְּ )תtheir carcasses, indicating that the verbal form means
something additional to simply not eating. The conclusion is that the nominal form, שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ , likely
refers most specifically to an abominable or detestable animal with reference to the cult, a
characteristic that generally makes the thing prohibited for food.24
The significant difference between  ָטמֵאand ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ is that  ָטמֵאevokes the concept of
contamination, but ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ is only a label of cultic disapproval. The ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ animals are prohibited for
eating and their carcasses are not to be touched, but neither act explicitly transmits impurity. The
prohibition for the  ָטמֵאanimals is to not eat or touch their carcasses; both actions transmit ritual
impurity (vv 8, 24-28).25 In the one instance of a ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ animal carcass (v 11), the command is to
“detest” or “spurn” the carcass (שּקֵצּו
ַ ְּ) ְּואֶׁת־נִ ְּבלָתָ ם ת, which implies nothing of contagion. Indeed,
there is no prohibition on touching a ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ animal carcass. This directly contrasts the command in
v 8 not to touch the carcass of an unclean animal. For this reason Milgrom exclaims,
“Paradoxically, šeqeṣ animals are cultically pure!”26 The text prohibits eating the ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ animal,
but it never implies that it is a defiling act. So, for example, while the vulture is ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ , if one were
to eat it, no impurity would spread because the vulture is not an “unclean” bird. Rather, the act
is simply prohibited with no indication of consequence or contagious effect.27
To sum up the categorization, there are three legitimate possibilities for classification in
Leviticus 11. First, there are ritually clean animals that may be eaten (e.g., the cow). Second,
there are ritually unclean animals that defile the eater and so are prohibited (e.g., the camel).
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Third, there are ritually clean animals that do not defile the eater, but are still not to be eaten
(e.g., the vulture).28
Possible Justifications for Animal Taxonomy in Leviticus 11
The theoretical underpinning of the taxonomic system of Leviticus 11 is not readily
apparent. While the category differentiation explicated in the chapter is hardly arbitrary in my
view, the question of why the Priestly writers identified various animals with the statuses of
“unclean” or “detestable” is perplexing. The best scholarly theories take into account the system
of categorization itself. As Mary Douglas says, “Defilement is never an isolated of event. It
cannot occur except in view of a systematic ordering of ideas.”29 It is only possible to
conceptualize contamination when clear lines are drawn between “clean” and “unclean” animals.
A proper explanation for the priestly divisions must address the entire system, not only
explaining why animals are categorized into clean/unclean or edible/inedible, but also
explicating why some forbidden animals are  ָטמֵאand others are ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ .
Why “Clean” or “Unclean”?
Practical explanations
Time does not allow a full survey of scholarship on the origins of the clean/unclean
system of labeling. Some, like Marvin Harris, argue that the “unclean” animals were prohibited
in order to codify existing food practices in Palestine that have their origin in practical ecological
and economic concerns.30 The camel, for example, was excluded as “unclean” because it was
not a staple food for those dwelling in Palestine anyway.

Camels are not readily available and

they take a long time to reproduce.31 Harris maintains that donkeys were not sacrificed or eaten
because they served a valuable agricultural purpose. The Priestly taxonomic system of
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differentiation is simply a way of stigmatizing abnormal food and subsuming food practices
under the Priestly theological agenda.
As for the pig, Harris argues that raising pigs was economically and ecologically
impractical in the arid hill country of ancient Israel.32 Pigs need watery, shaded areas to regulate
their body temperature. Rather than feeding on high cellulose grasses, they compete with
humans for food, eating plant life such as wheat, potatoes, and soybeans. 33 These factors
highlight the substantial difficulties to raising pigs as a staple food in dry, hilly, deforested
environments like Palestine. If this is the primary reason for the pig ban, then the “unclean”
status of the pig is simply a codification of existing food practices.34
The counter argument to Harris’s materialistic view is partially based on the system of
taxonomy itself. The detail with which Leviticus 11 divides the animals goes far beyond
practicality. It is hard to imagine the Priestly authors going to the trouble of distinguishing
between water creatures with or without scales and fins, or between “unclean” and “detestable”
categories, if their agenda was simply to codify existing food practices. These distinctions have
more to do with the Priestly world view than with economic realities. Moreover, Leviticus 11
(and elsewhere in Leviticus) demonstrates a concern for “clean” and “unclean” distinctions that
have little to do with common sense or practicality (e.g., carcass contamination, Lev. 11:8 ).
While Harris is correct to point out that the Priestly food laws do not pose a major challenge to
the expected food practices of ancient Israel or adversely affect nutritional standards, practical
concerns do not explain all of the distinctions. Moreover, archaeological studies of the Middle
Bronze Age have demonstrated that pigs were eaten in the highlands, showing that the ban on
pigs was not simply an environmental issue.35
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Symbolic explanations
Mary Douglas proposes a symbolic understanding of the “unclean” category.36 In her
view, the classifications of Leviticus 11 have more to do with cultural intuition for things being
in or out of place than with logic or practicality. The taxonomy is important in order to make
clear the system of categorization and its anomalies (e.g., the camel). The anomalies are animals
out of place and symbolically mark the line between permissible and forbidden in the human
value system. For Douglas, the important point of Leviticus 11 is not the taxonomy itself, but
that the system marks the boundary between wholeness and abnormal. The system of
classification, with its animal bifurcations, serves to make manifest the divine distinction
between holy and unholy. Douglass concludes, “By rules of avoidance holiness was given a
physical expression in every encounter with the animal kingdom and at every meal.”37 The
animal divisions, therefore, symbolically reflect Israel as a holy people set apart from other
peoples.
Douglas’s observations are helpful insofar as they situate the food taboos within the
overall scheme of division, distinction, and ordering in Leviticus. However, the distinction
between “clean” and “unclean” is not merely symbolic. Douglas recognizes neither the real
concern for contagion that is expressed in  ָטמֵאnor the meaningful distinction between  ָטמֵאand
שֶׁקֶׁ ץ.38 Milgrom challenges Douglas’s symbolic understanding by pointing out that the reason
some things are unclean when they are out of place is because they are associated with actual
unclean items that threaten to gain access to one’s body.39 The symbolism is an extension of the
real contamination about which Leviticus 11 is concerned.
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Theological explanations
Jacob Milgrom rejects all of the above options and argues for two separate theological
explanations for the “unclean” label. First, for the three cud chewers without a split hoof (i.e.,
camel, rock badger, and hare), he looks to Lev. 11:44-45 and the concept of holiness for his
conclusion. Since the Israelites are to be holy as God is holy, they are to emulate God’s ethical
standards.40 In Milgrom’s view,  ָקדֹושhas its antithesis in  ָטמֵא, therefore,  ָטמֵאbecomes associated
with unholy/unethical practices.41 Ritual impurity,  ָטמֵא, also stands for “forces of death,” while
 קָ דֹושintimates “forces of life.”42 All of this leads Milgrom to conclude that the undergirding
rationale for the dietary distinction between “clean” and “unclean” is reverence for life.43 The
purpose of Leviticus 11 is to limit Israel’s access to the animal kingdom.44 This raises the
question as to why God preserves and protects the “unclean” animals. Milgrom’s argument
depends upon  ָטמֵאrepresenting forces of death, yet these very  ָטמֵאanimals that carry contagion
are the ones God will safeguard.45 In my view, Milgrom’s theological stance is logically
incoherent since it imagines God protecting the “unholy” animals. He also draws in ethical
connotations from H that are not clear in most of Leviticus 11.46
Relation to Sacrifice
Although the sacrificial system is not the obvious subject of Leviticus 11, the animals
that fit within the “clean” category are eligible for sacrifice, with the exception of certain wild
game. It may be that the anatomical criteria that separate “clean” from “unclean” are set as a
means of undergirding existing sacrificial practices. If this is the case, then the distinction
between “clean” and “unclean” demonstrates the concern for potential sacrifices not defiling the
temple or those within it. The physical features that mark “unclean” animals become equivalent
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to “blemishes” that make an otherwise “clean” animal unfit for the altar and, by extension, the
table of the people of Israel.47 A significant obstacle for this explanation is that, according to the
criteria of Lev. 11:3, wild non-sacrificial animals such as the gazelle were “clean.”48 Throughout
the chapter, there is no distinction between domestic and wild animals. The focus of Leviticus
11 clearly goes beyond what makes for an acceptable sacrifice. However, if the general criteria
for the “clean” category were chosen on the basis of acceptable sacrificial animals, which all
have split hooves and chew the cud, then the Priestly authors could not help labeling “clean”
other animals that fit the paradigm.49 In my view, this is the best explanation for the early
“clean” and “unclean” animal division. Defilement is a Priestly concern and the named
“unclean” animals mark the boundary for required separation. Where that separation matters
most is in dealing with cultic matters, most explicitly at the altar. This concern for marking טָמֵא
animals as inedible, therefore, has its basis in concern for defiling holy places. Then by
extension Israel’s ordinary diet was shaped around the anatomical criteria of those animals
already eligible for sacrifice.50
One must acknowledge that Leviticus 11 does not provide a sociological explanation of
the origins of the clean/unclean labels for food. Indeed it would undercut the Priestly rhetorical
point that this Torah is divinely originated. In reality, it is hard to deny that one’s religious world
view is intimately entwined with cultural and environmental factors. 51 While there were likely
ecological and cultic factors in the system of distinction between edible and inedible, the Priestly
authors are more concerned with having the polar categories than the reason for having them.
Still the distinction between  ָטמֵאand ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ in the first literary stratum indicates a distinct focus on
only the  ְּבהֵמָהas potentially unclean, which indicates the close relationship with these animals
and the sanctuary. It only makes sense that the Priestly authors would primarily concerned with
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sacrificial practices but seek to imbed it in a creation theology. Their rhetorical point is that
sacrifice is founded upon the principles of the cosmos. They are simply carrying out their duty
as it is laid out in Genesis 1.
Why “clean” or “detestable”?
The division between  ָטמֵאand שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ is thoroughly a Priestly construct. As the taxonomic
trees show, the first level of division is by the sphere within which various animals live: land,
water, and sky. It is no surprise that this aligns completely with the Priestly scheme of spheres in
Genesis 1.52 On the second day, God creates a dome to separate the waters, creating the water
space and the sky space (Gen. 1:6-8). On the third day, God further distinguishes between the
water and dry land. Then on the fifth day, God fills the water and sky spaces with fish and birds.
On the sixth day, God creates land creatures. These divisions provide a clue to understanding the
rationale for the distinction between  ָטמֵאand שקֶׁץ
ֶׁ as they appear in the final form of Leviticus 11.
The  שֶׁקֶׁ ץanimals are associated with the second and fifth days and the  ָטמֵאanimals are associated
with the third and sixth days.53 The system of differentiation in Leviticus 11 has its theological
foreground in the Priestly understanding of God’s creative act.
Conclusion
The Priestly writers demonstrate their interest in the animal kingdom at large, not limiting
their concern to just animals that contaminate. Beyond the complex issues and possible
explanations for the various distinguishing criteria and classifications, the text itself provides a
rationale for the entire system of taxonomy, namely, so that the people will know how “to
divide” (11:47, ) ְּל ַהבְּדִ יל. The chapter serves as a pedagogical tool, demonstrating “how to make
distinctions.” The command exhibits another clear parallel between Leviticus 11 and Genesis 1.
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In Lev. 11:47, the hearers are instructed to divide between the “unclean” animal and the “clean”
animal () ְּל ַהבְּדִ יל בֵין ַה ָטמֵא ּובֵין ַהטָה ֹּר. This reflects the divine acts of separation in Genesis 1. For
example, in Gen. 1:4 God separates between the light and darkness ( ַויַבְּדֵ ל אֱֹלהִים בֵין הָאֹור ּובֵין
)הַח ֹּשְֶׁך. Thus the Priestly charge in Leviticus 11 is an expression of imitatio dei, a command to
separate and order as God has already done in the act of creation. The extensive Priestly system
of classification in Leviticus 11 is an exhibition of their full belief in God’s ordered world and
their desire for Israel to live out its proper place within it.

ַחי ָה

Taxonomic Tree of Leviticus 11
First literary layer
vv 2-23, 41-42, 46-47
land
animals

ְּבהֵמָה
(non-swarmers)

נֶׁפֶׁש ַה ַחי ָה אֲשֶׁ ר בַמָ י ִם
non-swarming
water animal

ְּסנַפִיר
fins
קַשְּקֶׁשֶׁת
scales

ַל־ַארבַע
ְּ
הֹולְֵך ע
Four legs

ַמ ֲעלַת ג ֵָרה
chewer of cud
פ ְַּרסָה ֵאינֶּׁנּו ַמפ ְִּריס
NO hooves
_______________
“ ָגמָלcamel”
שפָן
ָ “rock badger”
ַארנֶׁבֶׁת
ְּ “hare”

ֵאין־לֹו ְּסנַפִיר ְּו ַקשְּקֶׁשֶׁת
No fins
No scales

עֹוף
sky animals

כ ֹּל ֲאשֶׁר ַב ָמי ִם
water animals

ָָארץ
ֶׁ ַהש ֶֶׁׁרץ הַש ֵֹּרץ עַל־ה
swarmers
הֹולְֵך עַל־גָחֹון
No legs

מַ פ ְֶּׁרסֶׁת פ ְַּרסָה
having hooves
ש ֹּ ַסעַת שֶׁ סַע פ ְָּרס ֹּת
split cleft of
hooves
מַ ֲעלַת ג ֵָרה
chewer of cud
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מ ְַּרבֵה ַרגְּ ַלי ִם
Multiple legs

ַמפ ְֶּׁרסֶׁת פ ְַּרסָה
having hooves
שסַע פ ְָּרס ֹּת
ֶׁ ש ֹּ ַסעַת
split cleft of hooves
הּוא ג ֵָרה ֹלא־יִגָר
Does NOT chew cud
_______________
“ ֲחזִירpig”

ש ֶֶׁׁרץ ַה ַמי ִם
swarmers

ְּסנַפִיר
fins
ש ֶׁקשֶׁת
ְּ ַק
scales

שֶׁ ֶׁרץ הָעֹוף
swarmers

Non-swarmers

ש ֶׁקשֶׁת
ְּ ֵאין־לֹו ְּסנַפִיר ְּו ַק
No fins
No scales

____________
 נֶׁשֶׁר- vulture/eagle
 פ ֶֶׁׁרס- vulture
 ָעזְּנִי ָה- osprey/vulture
 דָ ָאה- red kite
 ַאי ָה- black kite/falcon
 ע ֵֹּרב- raven
 בַת ַהי ַ ֲענָה- ostrich
 תַ ְּח ָמס- owl
שחַף
ַ - sea gull
 נֵץ- hawk
 כֹוס- small owl
שלְָך
ָ - cormorant
 יַנְּשּוף- great owl
שמֶׁת
ֶׁ ְּ תִ נ- owl
 קָָאת- owl/pelican
 ָרחָם- vulture
 ֲחסִידָ ה- stork
 ֲאנָפָה- heron
 דּוכִיפַת- hoopoe
 ֲע ַטלֵף- bat

ַל־ַארבַע
ְּ
הַהֹּלְֵך ע
walk on four legs

כ ְָּר ַעי ִם מִ מַ עַל ל ְַּרגְּלָיו
ָָארץ
ֶׁ ְּלנַתֵ ר ָבהֵן עַל־ה
Jointed legs
for jumping on
land
ַארבֶׁה
ְּ – locust
 – ָס ְּלעָםlocust
 ח ִַרג ֹּל- locust
 ָחגָב- locust

swarmers
walk on four
legs
NO jointed
legs for
jumping on
land
Category
implied

The Conceptualization of  טָ מֵ אand  שֶׁ קֶׁץin Leviticus 11
Lance Hawley, University of Wisconsin – Madison

Taxonomic Tree of Leviticus 11
Entire chapter

ַחי ָה
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כ ֹּל ֲאשֶׁר ַב ָמי ִם
water animals

land
animals

ְּבהֵמָה
non-swarmers

ָָארץ
ֶׁ ַהש ֶֶׁׁרץ הַש ֵֹּרץ עַל־ה
swarmers

הֹולְֵך עַל־גָחֹון
No legs
מַ פ ְֶּׁרסֶׁת פ ְַּרסָה
having
hooves
ש ֹּ ַסעַת שֶׁ סַע
 פ ְָּרס ֹּתsplit
cleft hooves
מַ ֲעלַת ג ֵָרה
chewer of
cud

מַ פ ְֶּׁרסֶׁת פ ְַּרסָה
having hooves
שֶׁ סַע אֵ ינֶּׁנָה ש ֹּ ַסעַת
No split cleft
hoof
ג ֵָרה אֵ ינֶּׁנָה מַ ֲעלָה
Not chewer of
cud
____________
(e.g., donkey)

עֹוף
sky animals

ַמ ֲעלַת ג ֵָרה
chewer of cud
פ ְַּרסָה ֵאינֶּׁנּו ַמפ ְִּריס
NO hooves
הֹולְֵך עַל־ ַכפָיו
walks on palms
____________
“ גָמָלcamel”
שפָן
ָ “rock
badger”
ַארנֶׁבֶׁת
ְּ “hare”

ְּסנַפִיר
fins
ש ֶׁקשֶׁת
ְּ ַק
scales

מ ְַּרבֵה ַרגְּ ַלי ִם
Multiple
legs
ַמפ ְֶּׁרסֶׁת פ ְַּרסָה
having hooves
שסַע פ ְָּרס ֹּת
ֶׁ ש ֹּ ַסעַת
split cleft of
hooves
הּוא ג ֵָרה ֹלא־יִגָר
Does NOT
chew cud
__________
“ ֲחזִירpig”

נֶׁפֶׁש ַה ַחי ָה ֲאשֶׁר ַב ָמי ִם
non-swarming
water animals

שֶׁ ֶׁרץ הָעֹוף
swarmers
swarmers

non-swarmers

ַל־ַארבַע
ְּ
הֹולְֵך ע
Four legs
ַבש ֶֶׁׁרץ הַש ֵֹּרץ
ָָארץ
ֶׁ עַל־ה
Among land
swarmers
__________
 – חֹּלֶׁדmole
 ַע ְּכבָר- mouse
 – צָבlizard
 ֲאנָ ָקה- gecko
 כ ֹּ ַח- lizard
 ְּלטָָאה- lizard
 חֹּמֶׁט- lizard
שמֶׁת
ֶׁ ְּ תִ נchameleon

ש ֶׁקשֶׁת
ְּ ֵאין־לֹו ְּסנַפִיר ְּו ַק
No fins
No scales

____________
 נֶׁשֶׁר- vulture/eagle
 פ ֶֶׁׁרס- vulture
 ָעזְּנִי ָה- osprey/vulture
 דָ ָאה- red kite
 ַאי ָה- black kite/falcon
 ע ֵֹּרב- raven
 בַת ַהי ַ ֲענָה- ostrich
 תַ ְּח ָמס- owl
שחַף
ַ - sea gull
 נֵץ- hawk
 כֹוס- small owl
שלְָך
ָ - cormorant
 יַנְּשּוף- great owl
שמֶׁת
ֶׁ ְּ תִ נ- owl
 קָָאת- owl/pelican
 ָרחָם׃- vulture
 ֲחסִידָ ה- stork
 ֲאנָפָה- heron
 דּוכִיפַת- hoopoe
 ֲע ַטלֵף- bat

ְּסנַפִיר
fins
ש ֶׁקשֶׁת
ְּ ַק
scales

שֶׁ ֶׁרץ הַמַ י ִם
swarmers

ַל־ַארבַע
ְּ
הַהֹּלְֵך ע
walk on four legs

כ ְָּר ַעי ִם מִ מַ עַל ל ְַּרגְּלָיו
ָָארץ
ֶׁ ְּלנַתֵ ר ָבהֵן עַל־ה
Jointed legs
for jumping on
land
ַארבֶׁה
ְּ – locust
 – ָס ְּלעָםlocust
 ח ִַרג ֹּל- locust
 ָחגָב- locust

swarmers
walk on four
legs
NO jointed legs
for jumping on
land
Category
implied

אֵ ין־לֹו ְּסנַפִיר וְּקַשְּקֶׁשֶׁת
No fins
No scales

Animal Taxonomy in Leviticus 11

Lance Hawley, University of Wisconsin – Madison

Key for Taxonomic Chart
Not Permissible to eat

Permissible to eat

Unclean - ָטמֵא

Clean – טָהֹור

Detestable - ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ

Not permissible to eat and touching
carcass communicates impurity
Touching carcass communicates
impurity
Underlined text – Categorical information
supplied by later
compositional layers
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Leviticus 11
1 YHWH spoke to Moses and to Aaron, saying to them, 2 "Speak to the sons of Israel, saying, 'These are
the animals ()ה ַחיָּ ה
ַ that you may eat, from all the quadrupeds ()ה ְּב ֵה ָּמה
ַ that are on the earth.
3
You may eat all that have split-cleft hooves and chew the cud among the quadrupeds ()ה ְּב ֵה ָּמה
ַ
4
Only, these you are not to eat from the cud chewers or those having hooves:
the camel, for though it chews cud, it does not have hooves, it is unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ for you;
the rock badger, for though it chews cud, it does not have hooves, it is unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ for you;
and the hare, for though it chews cud, it does not have hooves, it is unclean ()ט ֵמ ָּאה
ְּ for you
7
and the pig, for though it has hooves that are split-cleft, it does not chew cud, it is unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ for
8
you. You shall not eat of their flesh or touch their carcasses; they are unclean ()ט ֵמ ִאים
ְּ for you.
9

These you may eat from all that is in the water: all that have fins and scales in the water, in the seas or
in the rivers, you may eat. 10 But that which does not have fins and scales in the seas or in the rivers
from every swarmer of the water ( ) ֶׁש ֶׁקץ ַה ַמיִםand from every living animal ( )נֶׁ ֶׁפש ַה ַחיָּ הthat is in the
water, they are detestable things ()ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ for you, 11 and they shall be detestable things ()ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ for you;
you may not eat of their flesh, and their carcasses you shall detest ()ת ַש ֵקצּו.
ְּ 12 Everything in the water
that does not have fins and scales is a detestable thing ()ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ for you.
13

These you shall detest ()ת ַש ְּקצּו
ְּ from the flying creatures; they shall not be eaten; they are detestable
things ()ש ֶׁקץ:
ֶׁ the eagle, the vulture, the osprey, 14 the red kite, the black kite in its kind, 15 every raven in
its kind, 16 the ostrich, the owl, the sea gull, the hawk in its kind, 17 the small owl, the cormorant, the
great owl, 18 the owl, the pelican, the vulture, 19 the stork, the heron in its kind, the hoopoe, and the bat.
20
Every swarmer flying creature ()ש ֶׁרץ ָּהעֹוף
ֶׁ that walks on four legs is a detestable things ()ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ for you.
21
Only this kind you may eat from every swarmer flying creature that walks on four legs: the kind that
has jointed legs above their feet to jump on the earth. 22 You may eat these from them: the locust in its
kind, the locust in its kind, and the cricket in its kind, and the grasshopper in its kind. 23 But every (other)
swarmer flying creature that has four feet is a detestable thing ()ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ for you.
24

By these you will be made unclean (;)ת ַט ָּמאּו
ִ anyone who touches their carcasses will become unclean
25
( )יִ ְּט ָּמאuntil evening, and anyone who picks up their carcasses shall wash his clothes and be unclean
()ט ֵמא
ָּ until evening.
26
Concerning all the quadrupeds ()ה ְּב ֵה ָּמה
ַ which have hooves, but not a split cleft, and do not chew cud,
they are unclean ()ט ֵמ ִאים
ְּ for you. Anyone who touches them will become unclean ()יִ ְּט ָּמא. 27 And every
one that walks on its palms, among all the animals ()ה ַחיָּ ה
ַ that walk on four feet, are unclean ()ט ֵמ ִאים
ְּ for
28
you; anyone who touches their carcasses will be unclean ( )יִ ְּט ָּמאuntil evening, and the one who picks
up their carcasses shall wash his clothes and be unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ until evening; they are unclean ()ט ֵמ ִאים
ְּ
for you.
29
Now these are unclean ()ה ָּט ֵמא
ַ for you among the swarmers that swarm on the land: the mole, the
30
mouse, the lizard in its kind, the gecko, the lizard, the lizard, the lizard, and the chameleon.
31
These are the unclean ones ()ה ְּט ֵמ ִאים
ַ for you among all the swarmers; anyone who touches them
when they are dead will become unclean ( )יִ ְּט ָּמאuntil evening.
32
Anything on which one of them may fall when they are dead will become unclean ()יִ ְּט ָּמא, including
any wooden vessels, or clothing, or skin, or sack-- any vessel in which work is done -- it shall be put in
the water and be unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ until evening, then it becomes clean ()ט ֵהר.
ָּ 33 As for every earthenware
vessel into which one of the falls, all that is in it will become unclean ( )יִ ְּט ָּמאand you shall break it. 34 Any

18
of the food that is permissible to eat, on which water comes, will become unclean ( ;)יִ ְּט ָּמאand any liquid
which may be drunk in every vessel shall become unclean ()יִ ְּט ָּמא. 35 Everything on which part of their
carcass falls will become unclean ( ;)יִ ְּט ָּמאan oven or a stove shall be torn down; they are unclean ()ט ֵמ ִאים
ְּ
and unclean ()ט ֵמ ִאים
ְּ they will be for you. 36 Only a spring or a cistern collecting water will be clean
()טהֹור.
ָּ But the one who touches their carcass will become unclean ()יִ ְּט ָּמא. 37 If a part of their carcass
falls on any seed which is to be sown, it is clean ()טהֹור.
ָּ 38 But if water is put on the seed and a part of
their carcass falls on it, it is unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ for you.
39
If one of the quadrupeds ()ה ְּב ֵה ָּמה
ַ that is permissible for you to eat dies, the one who touches its
carcass will become unclean ( )יִ ְּט ָּמאuntil evening. 40 And the one who eats some of its carcass shall wash
his clothes and be unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ until evening; and the one who picks up its carcass shall wash his
clothes and be unclean ()ט ֵמא
ָּ until evening.
41

Now every swarmer that swarms on the land is a detestable thing ()ש ֶׁקץ,
ֶׁ not to be eaten.
Every one that moves on its belly, or walks on four feet, and any with multiple feet, including every
swarmer that swarms on the land, you shall not eat them, for they are detestable things ()ש ֶׁקץ.
ֶׁ
42

43

Do not render yourselves detestable (ל־ת ַש ְּקצּו ֶׁאת־נַ ְּפש ֵֹׁת ֶׁיכם
ְּ )א
ַ through any of the swarming things that
swarm; and you shall not make yourselves unclean ()ת ַט ְּמאּו
ִ with them so that you become unclean
()נִ ְּט ֵמ ֶׁתם. 44 For I am YHWH your God, so you must consecrate yourselves ( )וְּ ִה ְּת ַק ִד ְּש ֶׁתםand you must be
holy because I am holy. And you shall not make yourselves unclean ()ת ַט ְּמאּו
ְּ with any swarmer that
45
moves on the land. For I am YHWH who brought you up from the land of Egypt to be your God; so you
shall be holy because I am holy.
46

This is the law regarding the quadruped ()ה ְּב ֵה ָּמה,
ַ and the flying animal ()העֹוף,
ָּ every living animal ( נֶׁ ֶׁפש
)ה ַחיָּ ה
ַ that moves in the water, and everything living thing that swarms ()כל־נֶׁ ֶׁפש ַהש ֶֹׁׁר ֶׁצת
ָּ on the land, 47for
the purpose of making a distinction between the unclean ()ה ָּט ֵמא
ַ and the clean () ַה ָּטהֹׁר, and between the
animal permissible to eat ()ה ַחיָּ ה ַהנֶׁ ֱא ֶׁכ ֶׁלת
ַ and the animal which is not to be eaten ()ה ַחיָּ ה ֲא ֶׁשר לֹׁא ֵת ָּא ֵכל.
ַ
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1

Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, Anchor Bible, vol. 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 691-3. If vv 24-40
are an insertion, they were placed before the land swarmers of vv 41-42 are introduced. According to Milgrom,
Leviticus 1-16, 698, the newer material was inserted before vv 41-42 so that the laws of vv 29-38 would apply to vv
41-42 and form a continuous unit on land swarmers. See David Wright, The Disposal of Impurity: Elimination Rites
in the Bible and in Hittite and Mesopotamian Literature (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), 201, for a different view of
vv 41-42, who regards these verses as part of the H interpolation of vv 43-45. For an overview of the different
approaches to the composition of Leviticus 11 see Naphtali Meshel, “Food for Thought: Systems of Categorization
in Leviticus 11,” Harvard Theological Review 101 (2008): 223-4.
2
The category of ש ֶׁקץ
ֶׁ is not in Deuteronomy 14. Additionally, the textual unevenness within Leviticus 11
is not as apparent in Deuteronomy 14. While the purpose of this paper is not to compare these two texts, it is clear
that the parallel exists. Deuteronomy 14 may have either ironed out the difficulties of Leviticus 11 or is working
from a different source text. Alternatively, Leviticus 11 may have nuanced and complicated the system of
categorization in Deuteronomy 14 in order to fit the Priestly ideologies.
3
This later addition includes a list of eight land swarming rodents and reptiles (vv 29-30) that, unlike all of
the animals in the first literary layer, contaminate only by carcass contact. Defilement by eating rodents and reptiles
is not the issue of these intervening verses. Consumption is however the issue of vv 41-42 (the first literary layer)
where the people are commanded not to eat land swarmers. Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 694, argues that vv 39-40
represent a third literary layer, serving as “an appendix” to the purification unit. He believes these verses to be later
than H, since they imply a stricter rule than H, where a pure animal’s carcass does not defile (Lev. 22:8). Lev.
11:39-40 form a bridge between the concern with animal contamination and the focus on prohibited foods by
dealing with the case of a clean, edible quadruped that dies and becomes unclean for the one who touches it.
Although I find Milgrom’s argument convincing, I include these verses in the “later compositional layer” in order to
simplify the distinction between the first layer and all of the later additions.
4
Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 693. Milgrom provides additional evidence that vv 24-40 are late, including the
meaning of  ְּב ֵהמָהin vv 24-28, where it seems to imply only domestic quadrupeds, but in vv 2-8  ְּב ֵה ָמהincludes all
quadrupeds.
5
Leviticus 11:43-47 is also composite in nature. Verse 43 begins with the verbal form of שקץ, signifying
the action that one does to oneself with reference to swarming animals (שּקְּצּו ֶׁאת־נַפְּש ֹּתֵ יכֶׁם ְּבכָל־ ַהש ֶֶׁׁרץ הַש ֵֹּרץ
ַ ְּ)ַאל־ת. The
use here is seemingly synonymous with the two occurrences of  טמאthat follow ()וְֹּלא תִ ַטמְּאּו ָבהֶׁם ְּונִ ְּט ֵמתֶׁ ם בָם. This verse
uses both lexemes in ways that have not occurred previously in the chapter, with respect to form and meaning. The
meaning of  שקץelsewhere does not necessitate defilement or the reflexive idea of making oneself detestable. 5 The
closest parallel to this is in H (Lev. 20:25, שּקְּצּו ֶׁאת־נַפְּש ֹּתֵיכֶׁם ַב ְּב ֵה ָמה
ַ ְּ)ֹלא־ת. As for טמא, v 43 contains its only
occurrence in the niphal in the chapter, and it takes on the specific meaning of impurity communicated by means of
eating. This use of  טמאhas more in common with H, which would also fit with v 45, “be holy because I am holy,” a
common locution in H. See Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 694, for argument that 43-45 are associated with H.
The final two verses, vv 46-47, sum up the basic taxonomy of the animal kingdom presented in the chapter
and assert a general reason for the laws, namely, to divide between classes. These verses form a proper conclusion
to the chapter. Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 695, associates v 46 with the earliest literary level because it lists the
fundamental animal categories (i.e., water, sky, and land animals) but does not mention purification. 5 In my view, v
47 is also part of this first compositional layer. If v 46 provides the basic categories of animals, v 47 summarizes the
sub-categorical distinctions made throughout the chapter between pure ( )טָהֹורand impure ( ) ָט ֵמאand between edible
( ) ַהּנֶׁ ֱא ֶׁכלֶׁתand inedible ()ֹלא תֵ ָאכֵל.
6
Rather than attempting to describe the chapter’s full taxonomy in paragraph form, I have illustrated it in
Appendixes A and B. Appendix A charts the taxonomy according to the earliest literary layer (Lev. 11:1-23, 41-42,
46-47). Appendix B charts the taxonomy of the entire chapter.
7
Most of the birds are very difficult to identify with much certainty. The list includes the bat () ֲע ַטלֵף, which
of course is not a bird of prey. Bats actually may fit better within the swarming category. By the methods of
modern categorization they are mammals. Regardless, the point is the author’s taxonomic understanding and not
modern systems of classification.
8
As for identifying the “ נֶׁפֶׁש ַה ַחי ָה ֲאשֶׁר ַב ָמי ִםthe (other) living thing which in the water” as non-swarming
water animals, the category in v 10 is in opposition to “ ש ֶֶׁׁרץ הַמַ י ִםswarming thing of the water.” For further defense
of this distinction see Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 656. The text does not name any water animals and seems generally
unconcerned with this area of the taxonomy. Biblical literature as a whole demonstrates Israel’s lower level of
knowledge and experience with the sea than with the other two spheres of land and sky.
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9

This verse is the primary evidence for  ַמפ ְֶּׁרסֶׁת פ ְַּרסָהmeaning “having a hoof” (lit. “hoofing a hoof” instead
of “dividing a hoof.” If it refers explicitly to a divided hoof, there would be no differentiation with שסַע פ ְָּרס ֹּת
ֶׁ ש ֹּ ַסעַת
(“one that splits the cleft of the hooves”). The two are clearly different features in v 26. See Milgrom, Leviticus 116, 646, 668, for the philological evidence supporting the differentiation.
10
By “inedible” I mean that Leviticus 11 commands the readers not to eat it, not that it literally could not
be eaten.
11
The final two verses of the chapter explain that the law ()תֹורה
ָ
concerning the various major categories of
animals is for the purpose of distinguishing ( ) ְּל ַהבְּדִ ילbetween the unclean ( ) ַה ָט ֵמאand clean () ַהטָה ֹּר, and between the
edible animal ( ) ַה ַחי ָה ַהּנֶׁ ֱא ֶׁכלֶׁתand the inedible animal (שר ֹלא תֵ ָאכֵל
ֶׁ ) ַה ַחי ָה ֲא. Four of the primary categorical labels are
therefore represented in the conclusion to the chapter. These two sets of differentiations always correspond
throughout the chapter: clean animals are edible, and unclean animals are inedible. No animal is explicitly identified
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